(SGT)
Welcome to Motion Mix. This skit is to show you how to make motions during a meeting.
The scene is a 4-H meeting in progress. The members are deciding what should go in their
after meeting snack.
Pres: ok, now for the final item on the agenda. We are going to make our motion potion snack
and we have a lot of ingredients that everyone has brought. We have: (read list)
Do I have a motion for the first ingredient? (Points to person)
___________#1: I make a motion to add cereal
Pres: Is there a second? (Points to person)
___________#2: I second the motion
Pres: Is there any discussion? (wait) No?
Then all in favor of adding cereal to our snack mix raise your hand. (all raise hands)
All against adding cereal raise your hand (No one raises hand)
Motion passes. We will add cereal
Pres: Next ingredient
____________#3 I make a motion to add nuts
____________#4 I second the motion
Pres: Is there any discussion? (Call on person raising hand)(#1)
__________#1 I don’t think we should add nuts because someone might be allergic to them
Pres: Good point (Calls on next person raising hand)(#3)
__________#3 If they are allergic, they can just pick them out! I think we should add them.
Pres: Good point too (calls on next person) (#5)
_________#5 I don’t like nuts
Pres: Is there any more discussion?
All in favor of adding nuts, raise your hand (6 hands) (2,3,4,6,7, Sgt)
(Sgt at arms counts and announces vote) There are 6 yes votes.
Pres: All against adding nuts, raise your hand (2 hands)(5,1)
(Sgt at arms counts and announces vote) There are 2 no votes.

Pres: motion passes We will add nuts

____________#2 I make a motion to add pretzels
Pres: Is there a second? (Points to person)
___________#5: I second the motion
Pres: Is there any discussion?
_____________#6 What kind of pretzels?
Pres: They are stick pretzels
_____________#6-oh good those are my favorite!
Pres: Then all in favor of adding pretzels to our snack mix raise your hand. (all raise hands)
All against adding pretzels raise your hand (No one raises hand)
Motion passes. We will add pretzels
_________#7 I make a motion to add dry green peas!!
(Everyone is Silence)
Pres: is there a second? (wait) Since there is no second the motion is invalid. Next motion
please.
__________#2 I make a motion to add Cheese Crackers
__________#5 I second the motion
Pres Is there any discussion?
________#7 What kind of cheese crackers
Pres: They look like cheez-it’s
_________#7 I like those .
All in favor of adding Cheese Crackers, raise your hand (1/2 say yes) (2,5,7,sgt)
All against adding Cheese Crackers, raise your had (other ½ say no)(1,3,4,6)
Sgt: (Sgt at arms counts and announces vote) We have a tie!
Pres: Since there is a tie I will cast the deciding vote…..(wait) I vote yes on cheese crackers
Motion passes We will be adding cheese crackers.
Pres: Next ingredient:

__________#7 I make a motion to add raisins
__________#6 I second the motion
Pres Is there any discussion?
__________#4 Oooo, raisins are sticky and all brown and wrinkly, I don’t think we should add
them.
__________#7 don’t you like grapes? Raisins are just dried up grapes and they are sooo good!
__________#4 That’s the problem, they’re dried up and icky!
Pres: Is there any more discussion?
All in favor of adding raisins raise your hand (2 hands go up)(6,7)
(Sgt at arms counts and announces the vote) There are 2 yes votes.

All against adding raisins raise your hand (6 hands)(1,2,3,4,5,sgt)
(Sgt at arms counts and announces the vote) There are 6 no votes.
Pres: Motion does not pass; we will not be adding raisins
Pres: Do we want to add anything else? (wait)Is there anything else we need to discuss? Then
can I have a motion to close the meeting
_________#1 I make a motion to close this meeting
Pres: All in favor-(all raise hand)
All against
Motion passes -this meeting is closed!
LET’S EAT!

